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A fresh perspective, an outdoor exploration, a new adventure about to beginâ€”How to Be a

Wildflower is the book to celebrate these and other wide-open occasions. Encouraging

self-discovery through encounters with nature, beloved artist Katie Daisy brings her beautiful

paintings and lettering to this collection of things to do and make, quotes, meditations, natural

history, and more. A recipe for strawberry rhubarb pie, a prompt to hike by the light of the moon, a

place to press flowers: every page inside the charming textured two-piece case invites readers to

wander, gather, savor, and ponder the natural world around them. For every wild and free

spiritâ€”and those who aspire to beâ€”this is a field guide to living life to the fullest.
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My field guide just arrived to me this morning and I couldn't be happier. After flipping through a few

pages I already want to take the book and run into the wilderness. It gives you that extra spark

needed to go get out there. The book has beauty covering every inch.

Katie Daisy is an amazing artist and a true "flower child". I love everything about this book.This

would make a great gift to anyone who loves the out of doors, flowers, fauna and nature.Her

products are first class and I am glad I found Katie Daisy years ago on "Super Soul Sunday"

I will carry this little treasure with me everywhere! The most beautiful book filled with flora, fauna and

the loveliest quotes. Perfect for all of the nature lovers or someone who just enjoys quotes and



beautiful artwork! Do yourself a favor and buy this book! :)

It arrived yesterday, I have been reading through it and it's wonderful. Fresh, pretty and full of

reminders to the little things capable of filling one's body and soul with joy. I will definitely put this

book in my backpack soon, I also ordered some of the quoted poets I did not know. Oh, and I made

a list of friends that will receive this book as a present :)

Beautiful. I loved every detail about this hardcover book. The colors, the attention to detail in the

paintings. Katie Daisy has really shared her remarkable gift of bringing the outside into our homes. I

am enjoying all the outdoor recommendations and the quotes. Lovely.

The perfect adventure and life book. Shortly after receiving my copy, I ordered a copy for my sister

and will absolutely be giving this as a gift again. This book is beautiful, practical, and inspiring.

I am a super fan, and this is a beautiful book full of daydreams! There's memories, recipes,

outdoorsy ideas, all wrapped up in Katie's beautiful, atmospheric art work. I truly love this book. It

charges my creative spirit while simultaneously relaxing me! What can I say? It is a keeper.

So beautiful, the illustrations are breath-taking. I'm going to be buying more as gifts for my friends

this year. Great for any artist, hiker, etc. Just a beautiful perspective, once again, completely

breath-taking.
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